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Chapter 481 

Selena chose ten sets of clothes in one go, and after trying them on, she 

couldn’t put it down. 

In the end, with a flick of a pen, they were all bought. 

Sure enough, the best way to deal with obsessive-compulsive disorder is to 

have money! Buy them all, and you don’t have to choose decisively! 

Among them was a set of dresses with the theme of flowers, birds, fish and 

insects in Hua Guo’s retro meticulous paintings. Selena liked it the most, so 

she asked the shopping guide to pack her own clothes, and then put this set 

on her body directly. 

For this big customer, the shopping guide lady smiled all over her face, “Thank 

you for your patronage, and welcome to come again next time!” 

Selena was carrying big bags and was about to go out when she bumped into 

a large group of actresses headed by Li Leling walking towards the store, and 

the woman next to Li Leling in a light green long dress was actually Susie… … 

Susie didn’t seem to be seen at the noble audition that day, why did she also 

come to Los Angeles? 

All of a sudden, all the shopping guides and store managers in the store 

greeted them in fear and respect, bowed in Susie’s direction and said 

respectfully, “Miss! You’re here!” 

Selena frowned slightly when she heard this, Miss? 



Because Selena was standing at the door just as she was about to go out, so 

when those people came in, they all saw her instantly. 

Li Leling glanced at the big and small bags in Selena’s hands, and smiled, “I 

can’t tell, you like history too?” 

Susie walked up to Selena with graceful steps, “Selena, I didn’t expect you to 

come, why didn’t you let me know in advance, so that I can ask the clerk to 

give you a discount!” 

Selena frowned slightly: Susie was the one who bought the neon clothes? 

As far as she knows, Susie’s favorite style of clothing is more European and 

American, and she has always despised neon clothes, which have Chinese 

characteristics, and thinks they are too tacky, so why would she suddenly 

invest in neon clothes on a whim? 

Selena responded casually, and then left the shop. 

After Selena left, Li Leling snorted contemptuously, “Even if you wear a dragon 

robe, you can’t hide your rustic look!” 

“How do you say that?” A female star asked. 

Li Leling raised his eyebrows, “Don’t you know? Selena, like Fang Xiaowen, also 

came out of a valley. She used to herd cows, sheep, chickens, and ducks!” 

The female stars were all surprised when they heard the words, “No way? Is 

Director Cook crazy? Find this kind of person to endorse Noble, who has 

always been known for his nobleness! If the buyer knows that the 

spokesperson is a village girl, who will Buy their products?” 

“Hehe, I don’t think Cook is crazy, he was stunned by someone’s charm!” 



Susie was doing peacemaking, “Alright, we’re here to buy clothes today, let 

alone business!” 

“By the way, Susie, can the designer really design a dress for each of us?” A 

starlet asked excitedly. 

Li Leling immediately said proudly, “That’s natural, Susie is History’s boss, it’s 

just a matter of one word!” 

Most of the people present were well-known people in the circle. No matter 

how popular Histoy was, it was just icing on the cake for them. Susie said at 

the right time, “It’s History’s honor for you beauties to wear our History’s 

clothes for the sake of face. I also want to thank you for helping me save on 

advertising fees!” 

As soon as these words came out, the faces of those actresses became even 

better, and one of them with a higher status said, “Susie, you are too polite, 

and your brand is indeed powerful!” 

… 

Chapter 482 

After leaving Histoy, Selena walked around the street, planning to buy some 

gifts to take home. 

I was really tired from walking halfway, so I bought some food and drinks, and 

then found a bench to sit down and rest for a while. 

While eating, he suddenly noticed that someone seemed to be looking at him. 

Selena raised her head, only to see a disheveled beggar staring at her… 



It really didn’t feel good to be stared at while eating, so Selena took out a 

sandwich from the food bag, stepped forward a few steps, and handed it to 

the beggar. 

The beggar glanced at her, took the sandwich, and devoured it. 

After a while, Selena had the feeling that she was being stared at again, and 

when she looked up, it was still the beggar… 

Moreover, this time, Selena found that although he was staring at her, he 

didn’t seem to be staring at the food in her hand, but was looking at her up 

and down with a critical and displeased gaze… 

Selena was a little confused, did I provoke you? I gave you something to eat 

just now, what does this look at me mean? 

Selena stopped eating and got up and walked over, “Hey, why are you staring 

at me?” 

“I didn’t stare at you.” To Selena’s surprise, the other party replied to her in 

Chinese. Unexpectedly, this beggar was actually a Chinese… 

So Selena also changed her Chinese, “You still said no, you’ve been staring at 

me for a long time! And you’re still staring at me now!” 

The beggar looked her up and down, and replied, “I see the clothes on your 

body.” 

Selena raised her eyebrows when she heard the words, and looked down at 

the skirt on her body, “What’s wrong with my clothes?” 

The beggar said without thinking, “Ugly.” 

Selena was speechless. Even someone who has absolutely no sense of fashion 

would not find this dress ugly, okay? 



“Then tell me, what’s so ugly about this dress?” 

Selena was just asking casually, thinking that this person might say something 

too fancy, but unexpectedly, the beggar said: “The painting embroidered on 

your clothes is from Lin Fengmian’s flower and bird painting “Rest”, The 

painting is good, but the background color should not be such a dull color, 

the most suitable color is sky blue, and the material should not be silk, but 

thinner fabric. The waist design is the biggest flaw, not It is said that the 

tighter the waist is, the more you will show your figure. If you can put a little 

bit here, you will see the effect, it will definitely make a world of difference…” 

Selena was stunned for a moment, staring at the beggar who was talking 

about the clothes she was wearing, with a flash of interest in her eyes. 

Needless to say, she re-examined the dress according to the beggar’s 

suggestion and felt that what he said was quite reasonable. 

Selena simply stopped and listened carefully, “Keep talking!” 

The beggar snorted coldly, “The important point is that the clothes you are 

wearing are basically a half-finished design draft! To actually make such 

defective clothes and sell them is simply deceiving consumers!” 

Selena rolled her eyes and looked at the beggar in front of her, “How do you 

know so clearly?” 

Because of his unkempt face and long, messy hair, the beggar could hardly 

see his true face, but judging from his voice, he could be roughly judged to be 

a young man in his twenties. 

At this moment, Selena realized that something was wrong. At this young and 

strong age, she didn’t seem to have any disabilities. How could she be 

begging on the streets of foreign countries? 



Chapter 483 

Hearing Selena’s question, the beggar’s body froze. He was talking nonstop 

just now, but now he suddenly became a gourd. He kept silent, and lay back 

on the ground in an evasive gesture. 

Selena rubbed her chin, turned and left. 

After hearing the footsteps leaving, the beggar opened his eyes, still staring at 

the clothes on her body and the bags with the History logo in her hand… 

After a while, the beggar heard footsteps coming from his ears and stopped in 

front of him. He casually shook the bowl containing the change, but heard a 

“boom” coming from his ear. 

Opening his eyes, he saw a can of beer appearing in front of his eyes. 

The beggar immediately got up, snatched the can of beer, and looked up, only 

to find that it was the girl who had gone back and bought a dozen beers and 

put them at his feet. 

“What do you mean?” the beggar asked suspiciously. 

“Please, I have wine, you have a story!” Selena found a piece of newspaper for 

a cushion, and then sat down on the floor. 

The beggar opened the tab, took a sip of wine, and said in a dull tone, “I have 

no story…” 

Selena smiled, and she wasn’t in a hurry, she drank ten bottles, I’ll see if you 

have any stories to tell! 

As a person, she basically never meddles in other people’s business, but if it is 

something that arouses her interest, she must break the casserole and ask the 

bottom line until she finds out! 



As a result, instead of ten bottles, only three bottles, the beggar was already 

drunk and started talking to himself. 

Selena shook the beer in her hand, and took the opportunity to ask, “Now let 

me ask you again, why do you know so much about this dress on me? You 

even know it’s a semi-finished product?” 

“I know…of course I know…it…it’s my child…” the beggar said intermittently. 

“Huh? Your child?” 

“They stole… stole my child…” 

“What do you mean? Who stole your child?” 

“History… stole my neon clothes!” 

“Huh, do you still know about neon clothes? Who are you? You said History 

stole your neon clothes. Are you the designer of neon clothes? But isn’t Dai 

Wei the designer of neon clothes?” Selena became more interested, but 

Continue to pour him wine vigorously, “Come on, drink more!” 

The beggar killed two more cans and continued, “I am the designer of the 

neon clothes…the only designer…” 

Selena raised her eyebrows, “You say I believe you? Then I still say I am God!” 

The beggar looked gloomy, “Believe it or not!” 

Selena rolled her eyes, took out her mobile phone, and pulled out a photo 

album, which was full of buyers’ shows in her neon clothes, “Hey, since you 

said you are the only designer of neon clothes, now I’m here to test you! 

When were the clothes in my album released and what series did they belong 

to, this should be easy for you, right?” 



The beggar glanced at the clothes in Selena’s cell phone album, his numb eyes 

suddenly burst into dazzling light, but soon disappeared like a meteor, and he 

murmured, “It’s beautiful…so beautiful… …they have found a suitable owner 

for it…” 

When Selena heard this, she nodded in satisfaction. This guy finally said 

something nice. 

After seeing those photos, the beggar finally lifted his spirits, clicked on one of 

them, and looked excited, “Do you even have this one?” 
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“This… This is the first spring outfit released by Nishang Studio at the 

beginning of its establishment. The theme is that the garden is full of spring 

and can’t be closed!” 

The dress mentioned by the beggar is flower-themed. The handmade flowers 

on the dress are lifelike, as if they will bloom from the dress in the next 

second. 

“Of course, I’m a loyal fan of Nishang!” Selena said proudly, at the same time, 

she believed the beggar’s words more or less in her heart. 

Just looking at the eyes he looked at those photos, it was indeed the eyes of a 

mother looking at her child. 

If it weren’t for the designer who put all his heart and soul into it, it would be 

impossible to have such a look. 

Sure enough, then, the beggar began to tell the release time and theme of 

each set of clothes like a few treasures, and even the original intention and 

small story behind the design… 



Talking and talking, in the end, she lay down on the ground holding Selena’s 

mobile phone and burst into tears, “My neon clothes…my neon clothes…” 

Selena squatted beside the beggar and patted him on the shoulder, “Brother, 

what’s going on? It’s obviously your design, why did the designer become that 

Dai Wei in the end?” 

Probably because he had been suppressed for too long, the man finally 

started to speak intermittently, “Dawei…is my partner, a classmate I have 

known since college, our relationship has always been very strong, I have 

always regarded him as a The best brother, the most trustworthy partner! 

We have started a business together since we were in college and set up our 

own studio. I am better at design, and he is better at operation. Therefore, we 

divide labor and cooperate. I concentrate on designing works, and he is 

responsible for all operations of the product… 

Because I trusted him, I never asked about the situation of the studio. Who 

knows, in the end, he stole all the design drafts in my computer, ran away with 

all the money in the studio, and kicked me out directly. Investors, established a 

new brand…” 

Hearing this, Selena finally understood, “That brand is history?” 

“yes…” 

“Haven’t you thought of suing him?” 

“Oh, sue him? How do you sue? The designer’s name is not engraved on the 

clothes. The only person who knows that I am a designer of neon clothing is 

him. He is also a design major, and his style is very close to mine. He 

destroyed I deleted all the information in the computer, and there is no 

evidence to prove that I completed those design drafts…” The man looked 

desperate. 



Selena thought for a while, then asked, “How many design drafts did he steal 

from you?” 

The man clutched his chest, his face was full of pain, and he said with scarlet 

eyes, “All! All my design drafts! Even semi-finished products!” 

Hearing this, Selena tapped her temple, “Then… what about here?” 

“What?” The man was puzzled. 

“Can he steal the design draft in your mind?” 

The man froze for a moment, then smiled wryly, “Are you trying to say that I 

can make a comeback? Heh… Impossible… Impossible… Since he betrayed 

me… Since I saw the neon clothes become history with my own eyes, my 

There’s no more inspiration in my head…I can’t be a designer anymore…I 

know…my life is over…” 

“But you still have enthusiasm, dare you say that you have no interest in 

design at all? You have no feeling at all when you see those beautifully 

designed clothes? Don’t deny it, otherwise, you won’t be so excited when you 

see the clothes on me , there won’t be even half a flaw that you can’t bear!” 

Selena said. 

Chapter 485 

The man shook his head, “Oh, is enthusiasm useful? Now, enthusiasm will only 

make me suffer more!” 

“You are right. Enthusiasm alone is useless. This is a very real problem. You 

need one more important thing, money!” 

“Are you kidding? I am like this, where can I get money?” 

Selena blinked, patted her chest and said, “I have it!” 



“You…?” The man looked at her suspiciously. 

Selena lifted the man up, patted him on the shoulder and said, “Stand up, 

young man! Your life has just begun! And, your fate will change from this 

second!” 

The man looked at Selena like an idiot, and then lay back down again… 

Selena put her hips on her hips and stared wide-eyed, “Why? You still don’t 

believe me! Well, let me tell you seriously, I like your designs very much, and 

you should know what I mean when you see those buyers show off. False, so, I 

now formally invite you to cooperate, how about it, are you interested?” 

The man’s back was stiff, “Cooperate? With a beggar?” 

Selena chuckled, “That’s right, how about you just treat me as rich and self-

willed? With such a bully in front of you, do you want to kill me or not?” 

The man stared blankly at the girl in front of him. Although she was joking, 

there was no hint of a joke in her eyes. 

She means it. 

“why?” 

“I told you I’m your fan! However, this happened by coincidence. I just made a 

little money recently and planned to invest in some business, so I met you. 

However, I want to explain first One point, my funds are not abundant at the 

moment, only three million, I can invest all of them in you!” 

“Three million…” the man murmured, “How could three million be less… When 

we established the studio, we only had 50,000 yuan as the start-up capital…” 

“You don’t want too much. Of course, the most important thing is that you 

must cheer up and have confidence. My profession is an actor, and my main 



energy will definitely be on my main job. Besides I’m not professional in 

fashion design, so you are the soul and core of our studio, the location of the 

studio, the recruitment of personnel, the future development plan… still have 

to be determined by you!” Selena analyzed them one by one!” road. 

“I…I…” Listening to Selena’s plans for the future, the man climbed up, sat up 

straight awkwardly, and said, “Although I spent most of my time working on 

designs, but for the studio It’s not completely ignorant of how it works. It 

might be difficult at first, but I think…if I’m given another chance, I can do it!” 

Selena nodded in satisfaction, “With your words, I can rest assured!” 

“You… are you serious? Just because you chatted with me and drank a few 

cans of beer, you threw so much money on me?” The man still had a 

completely unbelievable expression, almost Thinking you are dreaming, or 

hallucinating from drinking too much. 

Selena raised her eyebrows, her face full of recklessness and flamboyance, “For 

things like money, spend it and earn it again, what’s the big deal? I like 

challenging and dangerous things!” 

Selena has a vigorous personality. After the chat, she directly dragged the man 

to the clothing store to buy some clothes, had his hair cut at the barber shop, 

and then took him to the hotel to take a shower. 

“Hey, have you finished washing? Remember to change into the clothes I 

bought for you! I’ve already thrown away your rags! By the way, and 

remember to shave!” 

Selena was getting impatient waiting outside, and the man finally came out 

slowly. 

Selena was playing games with her mobile phone buried in her head. When 

she heard footsteps, she inadvertently raised her head, dumbfounded… 
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The game character on the phone let out a scream, gaover! 

The young man in front of him was wearing a white shirt, light blue jeans, and 

white sneakers. His hair was cut short, revealing a smooth forehead, his skin 

was very fair, and he had a shy expression on his face. 

I heard him say that he has graduated from college for more than a year, but 

he looks quite tender, and with this attire, he is so clean that he looks like a 

college student who hasn’t left school yet. 

Selena stared at him for a long time, then stood up with a “whoosh” and 

walked around the young man several times, with an expression of disbelief 

on her face, “Ahhh! You are a wretched uncle, but you are actually a good-

looking little fresh meat! In the future, our studio will not need to hire a 

spokesperson, you can directly do it!” 

Randomly picked up a person on the side of the road and came back, 

unexpectedly it turned out to be a beautiful boy! I’m lucky! Also great! 

The young man was a little embarrassed by what she said, and his face turned 

even redder, “Boss, I still don’t know your name?” 

Hearing the title “boss”, Selena laughed, “Don’t call me boss, we are equal 

partners! My name is Selena, you can call me Selena!” 

“My name is Gong Shangze, boss, I still want to call you boss, you never know 

what your presence means to me! If it wasn’t for you, I would be a walking 

dead!” 

“Well, well, it’s up to you!” Selena didn’t care about these trivial things at first, 

so she let him go. 

However, being called the boss for the first time felt quite refreshing. 



After all, this means that she has started the first step towards her goal of 

reaching the pinnacle of her life! 

“By the way, are you going to open your studio in China or abroad?” Selena 

asked. 

“Domestic, we’re just starting out, and it’s not suitable to drive in China yet.” 

Gong Shangze replied. 

Selena nodded, “Okay, then you can go back to China with me tomorrow!” 

Gong Shangze: “Okay.” 

After a pause, Gong Shangze asked, “Boss, what is the name of our studio?” 

Selena scratched her head, “I’m incapable of naming, do you have any good 

ideas?” 

“Boss, it’s up to you! I hope you come up with the name, no matter what it is.” 

Gong Shangze looked devout. 

Selena blinked, uh, why did she feel like she had adopted a loyal dog? 

“I’m up, let me think about it!” Because of Gong Shangze’s insistence, Selena 

could only walk around the room a few times, thinking hard, “Well… how 

about Zeling? Regular ones, auras The spirit! Taken from Liu Yuxi’s “Humble 

Room Inscription”, “If the mountain is not high, there will be a name if there 

are immortals. If the water is not deep, there will be a spirit if there are 

dragons.” The dragon seems to have aura. The implication is, you are the real 

dragon I invited, the treasure of our town house, so you can definitely defeat 

that little earth snake!” 

Gong Shangze’s eyes turned red when he heard Selena’s words, “Boss, thank 

you! Thank you for the name…” 



Selena became anxious when she saw it, and quickly pulled out a tissue and 

handed it over, “Hey, old man, don’t just wipe your tears, okay? I can’t stand 

seeing people cry!” 

Especially the guy in front of me looks as good-looking as a girl… 

Gong Shangze said seriously: “Boss, I won’t let you down! Even if I squeeze 

myself out, I will definitely bring out the Zeling brand!” 

Selena coughed softly, “Ahem, there’s no need to squeeze it out, we’re going 

to take the road of sustainable development!” 

“Yes, boss!” 

“Hey!” 

Just after the chat, Selena’s phone rang. It was her boss, Daniel. 

“Hey, Master Boss………” 

“Well, is the commercial shooting going well?” A man’s gentle voice came 

from the other end of the phone. 

“Don’t worry, everything is going well! The flight back home tomorrow 

afternoon!” 

“The plane tomorrow afternoon…it will be late at night when it arrives. You are 

alone, and Ling Zhizhi is not here. I will pick you up at the airport tomorrow.” 

“Ah? No need, I’ll just call a special car! And…” 

“I have a meeting, so I’ll hang up first, be careful on the road, see you 

tomorrow night.” 



Just as Selena wanted to say that she was not alone, don’t worry, Daniel had 

already hung up the phone, so she had no choice but to give up. 
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The next day, Selena took Gong Shangze and embarked on a journey back 

home. 

On the plane, Gong Shangze stared out the window in a daze, “I thought… I 

would never go back in this life…” 

Selena supported her head and shook her legs, “Hmph, let’s go back now! No 

matter how many design drafts that guy stole from you, it will be exhausted 

one day, but what we have is an endless treasure house! “ 

Gong Shangze looked at the radiant expression of the girl beside him, his 

pessimistic mood was easily infected, and he nodded heavily, “Yeah!” 

After that incident, he hated the whole world, hated the injustice of fate, and 

even hated himself. With such negative emotions, let alone continue to 

design, his whole body has been crippled. 

He never imagined that in an ordinary afternoon, he would meet such a 

person and a miracle. 

Because of meeting her, he was suddenly relieved of all suffering and injustice. 

The brain that had been silent for a long time became active in an instant… 

Gong Shangze quickly took out his sketchbook, began to quickly draw, and 

recorded his inspiration… 

Selena was surprised, “Huh, did you get inspiration so soon?” 

“I suddenly thought of a theme!” Gong Shangze excitedly said. 



Seeing the bright eyes of the big boy next to him, who looked completely 

different from before, Selena was stunned for a moment, then asked with a 

smile, “What theme?” 

… 

On the plane, Selena and Gong Shangze chatted about the design inspiration 

and the operation of the studio, and roughly determined the blueprint for the 

future. 

It was already late at night when the plane arrived in the country. It was 

probably rainy in the imperial capital recently, and the temperature at night 

was very low. 

As soon as Selena walked out of the airport gate, a gust of cold wind blew in 

her face, causing her to sneeze. 

Seeing this, Gong Shangze next to him quickly took off his coat and put it on 

Selena’s shoulders, “Boss, be careful of catching a cold!” 

“Thank you…” Selena said gratefully. 

“Boss, do you want to call a taxi? It shouldn’t be easy to wait for a taxi at this 

point.” 

“No need, someone is coming to pick you up, just wait for me to make a call!” 

Selena said as she took out her phone from her bag. 

I don’t know if the boss has arrived… 

Not far away, a black Maybach is slowly approaching. 

Cheng Feng’s hand holding the steering wheel was trembling, there…was 

there a mistake! 



Originally, I was happy to accompany the boss to the airport to pick up the 

proprietress, but why is there a strange man next to the proprietress? 

Isn’t this fatal! 

He cautiously glanced at the rear seat through the rearview mirror, but after 

half a glance, he didn’t dare to look any further, so he quickly put it away! 

The boss’s face is so bad!horrible! 

However, the boss can’t be blamed for being so angry. Since the afternoon of 

three days ago, the boss has been looking forward to the day when the boss’s 

wife will return to China, and he told him when the boss’s wife will return to 

China early, saying that he was afraid that the boss’s wife would not be used 

to the plane meal. Prepare supper, and fear the cold weather in the imperial 

capital, let him prepare a blanket in the car, that’s meticulous… 

In the past few days, as long as it was the boss’s call, he would know that it 

must be about the boss’s wife. 

It’s just been a few days, I’m so nervous, those who don’t know think it’s been 

a few years! As a result, he who has a girlfriend is abused to the point of 

wantonness! 

But now… 

Cheng Feng watched helplessly as the man next to the proprietress took off 

his coat and helped the proprietress put it on his shoulders, his eyes widened 

in horror and he almost vomited three liters of blood! 

He began to seriously consider whether to abandon the car and run away 

now… 
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“Then…that…boss…do you want to move on?” Cheng Feng asked cautiously. 

In the end, it was okay not to ask, but when he asked, the hatred immediately 

shifted to him. 

Daniel’s gaze shot over like ice blades. 

Cheng Feng immediately shut up, stopped asking such stupid questions, and 

continued driving… 

“Shangze, after picking up my friend later, don’t call me the boss, just call me 

by my name!” Selena specially told Gong Shangze. 

After all, it is too shameful to be called the boss in front of the boss! 

“Okay, I understand!” Gong Shangze obediently responded. 

Because Selena was digging her head into her bag to find her phone, she 

didn’t notice a black car parked beside her silently. 

When the car door opened, Cheng Feng got out of the car first, trotted and 

opened the back seat door, and then stepped out a pair of slender legs from 

inside. 

When the man got out of the car, the surrounding air seemed to be a little 

colder. 

Gong Shangze looked at the frosty man opposite him, and instinctively sensed 

the danger signal. Out of the mentality of protecting the Lord, he 

subconsciously brought Selena, who was still unaware, to his side… 

However, this action of his caused the aura on the man’s body to change 

abruptly, becoming fierce in an instant. 



Gong Shangze was inexplicably terrified, even the palms of his hands were 

sweating… 

What’s going on with this man…? 

Selena finally took out the phone. After turning it on, she found out Daniel’s 

number and dialed it immediately. As a result, as soon as the call was made, a 

familiar ringtone rang from the opposite side of her. 

Selena was startled, she raised her head reflexively, and finally saw Daniel with 

a cold face in front of her… 

“Lu…Daniel…” Selena murmured unconsciously, then rubbed her eyes 

vigorously, thinking she was delusional. 

At this time, behind Daniel, Cheng Feng lowered his head tremblingly, with an 

expression of resignation. 

After confirming that the person in front of her was really Daniel, the girl’s face 

was filled with surprise, and she jumped forward cheerfully, “Master Boss! It’s 

really you! I thought I was delusional! I just gave You are calling!” 

Gong Shangze on the side didn’t expect Selena to know this dangerous 

person who is easy to mess with at first glance, he couldn’t help being a little 

surprised, “Old…Selena, do you know each other?” 

Cheng Feng was keenly aware of the word “old” in the man, huh? old what? 

Could it be… my wife… 

The proprietress just left the country, and she secretly fell in love? 

a bolt from the blue… 

Daniel obviously noticed what even Cheng Feng had noticed. His face was 

instantly overwhelmed by black clouds… 



Selena still didn’t realize that Daniel and Cheng Feng wanted to go astray, and 

excitedly pulled Gong Shangze to introduce him, “Shangze, this is my boss’s 

boss’s boss Daniel… In short, he is my top boss, my friend and teacher Bole!!!” 

Daniel’s expression did not change at all, but became a little darker. 

Although in Selena’s introduction, he paid great attention to each of his 

positions, but obviously none of them were what he wanted. 

Gong Shangze was a little confused when he heard the words, the boss’s 

boss…how should he be called? 

“Mr. Lu.” Finally, Gong Shangze greeted him politely. 

“Yeah.” Daniel tried his best to maintain a gentleman’s demeanor, and nodded 

slightly as a greeting. 
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Gong Shangze didn’t know if it was his own illusion, he always felt that the 

man in front of him seemed to have strong hostility towards him? 

Moreover, since the appearance of this man, he has felt an increasingly 

frightening sense of oppression… 

Selena continued to introduce to Daniel, “Master Boss, let me introduce you. 

This is Gong Shangze, and it’s me…” 

At this time, Selena finally realized that Daniel’s expression was wrong, but she 

didn’t know what was wrong, so she continued hesitantly, “It’s a friend I met in 

Los Angeles, a very talented designer…” 

what’s the situation? Not only was Daniel’s expression wrong, it seemed that 

Cheng Feng’s expression was also strange? 



Could it be that she said something wrong? 

Selena immediately changed the subject, “Master Boss, it’s too much trouble 

for you to pick me up at such a late hour!” 

“No trouble, drop by.” 

“Uh…drop in…” Can the airport also drop in? 

Selena was speechless when she realized that Daniel’s gaze had been on her 

shoulder… so what? 

Daniel stretched out his hand, and took off her coat naturally, then took off his 

coat and put it on her shoulders again, “This one is thicker.” 

“Oh, thank you…” Selena nodded blankly. 

Daniel glanced at her, but finally held back without asking further questions, 

and helped her open the car door, “Get in the car, it’s cold outside.” 

Cheng Feng on the side opened the co-pilot’s door at the right time and acted 

as an assist, “Mr. Gong, sit here, there is something in the back seat, you may 

not be able to sit down.” 

“Okay.” Gong Shangze was also careless, he didn’t think too much, and sat in 

the co-pilot directly. 

The car started to start slowly, and no one spoke for a while. 

Daniel looked at the young man on the co-pilot calmly. He looked clean and 

handsome, and looked about the same age as Selena. Just now, he saw how 

the two of them stood together. Although he didn’t want to admit it, they 

matched well… 



Wanting to know what their relationship is, is actually just a question of one 

sentence, but he can’t ask anyway. He has no name or status, so what right 

does he have to intervene in her private affairs? 

No matter how slow Selena was, she could sense that Daniel was in a bad 

mood tonight, so she didn’t dare to speak rashly. 

As a result, there was a terrifying silence in the carriage, and the atmosphere 

was so weird. 

At this moment, Cheng Feng’s heart was filled with only one cry, “Second 

Young Master, come back quickly, I can’t bear it alone…” 

“Ah Choo…” Selena probably sneezed again because of the wind blowing 

outside. 

Daniel pinched the center of his brows, adjusted his emotions slightly, and 

finally broke the silence first, “Cheng Feng, turn up the temperature of the air 

conditioner.” 

After speaking, he took a blanket and covered Selena’s skirt-wearing legs, and 

then gave her the supper he had prepared earlier. 

Selena was a little dazed by Daniel’s series of actions, “Uh, Mr. Boss, you are 

too well prepared! I am flattered!” 

“Don’t be surprised, you are the hero, and you did a good job this time.” 

Selena took the lunch box and secretly glanced at Daniel’s expressionless, 

unconvincing face, “Really? But… why do I think you’re not happy?” 

Ever since I saw him just now, I felt that something was wrong with him. 

Daniel took a deep breath, trying to control his childish emotions that made 

him loathe himself, “I’m not unhappy.” 



“It’s a lie…you’re obviously not happy…” Selena bit her chopsticks and 

muttered softly. 

As soon as she finished speaking, her peripheral vision inadvertently landed 

on Gong Shangze in the co-pilot… 

Ah, Gong Shangze… 

She suddenly thought of a possibility that she had never thought about in that 

direction at all! 

Boss, he…couldn’t be…jealous, right? 

Chapter 490 

This… shouldn’t be possible, right? 

Did she introduce just a friend she just met? 

Well, forget it, instead of guessing here by yourself, it’s better to find out after 

trying it out! 

Selena rolled her eyes, and then she found a topic, “Master Boss, guess how 

Shang Ze and I met?” 

As Selena spoke, she took the opportunity to sneak a look at Daniel’s 

expression, um… actually… really… jealous! 

Looking at Daniel’s face which was so dark that it was almost impossible to 

hide it, Selena stroked her forehead, really dumbfounded. 

In her heart, Daniel’s image had always been extremely tall, majestic, 

domineering, mature, and stable. She never thought about being jealous of a 

beggar. 



Well, well, it’s also her fault, after forgetting about Gong Shangze, this image 

still appeals to little girls. 

“What?” Daniel had an expression of wanting to know, but also not wanting to 

know. His complexion was very complicated. 

Selena held her chin and looked at the big devil’s expression. The more she 

looked, the cuter she became. She almost wanted to pounce on him and k!ss 

him, “He… I found him on the street!” 

“Found it?” Hearing this answer, Daniel was obviously taken aback. 

“That’s right! Hehe, you can’t think of it!” 

On the front co-pilot, Gong Shangze heard their conversation and said with a 

smile, “If it wasn’t for Selena, I should still be begging on the streets of Los 

Angeles!” 

Hearing this, both Daniel and Cheng Feng were a little surprised. 

Especially Cheng Feng, originally his mind was full of fantasies about a 

romantic encounter in a foreign country, sparks of love, and finally, both 

returned home. He never expected such a miraculous situation. 

Sure enough, normal human thinking cannot be used to deduce the 

proprietress… 

Seeing that Daniel’s attention was finally diverted, Selena began to explain 

how she got to know Gong Shangze, “After the commercial filming was over, I 

was going to go shopping that day, and I was wearing the new clothes I just 

bought. Well, in the end, a beggar on the opposite side actually said ‘ugly’ to 

me, which made me angry…” 

Selena told Daniel the story vividly and in great detail, but Daniel didn’t show 

any impatience. He kept a focused expression throughout the whole process 



in front of a qualified audience, giving timely responses and questions, and 

occasionally guiding Gong Shangze to say A few words. 

The atmosphere in the car suddenly changed from winter to spring. 

Cheng Feng breathed a sigh of relief, the crisis was resolved, and the boss’s 

sanity finally came online… 

“…That’s the way it is! So, Shang Ze is not only my new friend, but also my 

future partner. We decided to set up a fashion design studio. I pay and he 

contributes!” 

Hearing this, Daniel’s nerves, which had been tense all night, finally relaxed. 

No wonder the two returned to China together… 

“Why do you suddenly want to open a studio?” Daniel asked. 

“Well…” Of course it’s for you! 

Apart from acting, she suddenly has other ambitions, isn’t it thanks to him! 

Selena thought for a while, and then replied, “It’s not all of a sudden… I had 

this plan before! It just so happened that this time the endorsement fee for 

the perfume commercial was paid out, and what’s even more coincidental, I 

actually picked up my fan after just shopping around. A long-time designer! 

This is simply God’s will!” 

She herself felt that her luck was beyond the charts! 

 


